MCSAC Coalition Kaizan Self-Assessment: Your coalition’s overall assessment score is 1.38
The scale ranges from 1 to 3. A score of 1 is the ideal score

Scores by Dimension
1.00 Completed  1.29 Consensus  1.85 Participation  1.36 Utility

Coalition Summary
Your coalition has a good mission statement- remember, it may need to be updated from time to time.

Your coalition appears to have some goals and objectives. However, you may want to further clarify these goals and objectives with member input.

It appears that you have conducted a problem analysis but you may want to review it to determine if it is still accurate and useful for guiding your coalition's work.

Right on - your coalition has a diagram or picture of your community problem (logic model) and why it is happening. Remember to make this is available to all members and to use it regularly to guide your work.

Your coalition appears to have an action plan to guide its work. However, you may want to review it and update it with coalition member input.

Your coalition has a clearly defined structure that helps define roles. Good Job!

Your coalition appears to have some rules but they may need to be clarified and/or more comprehensive to help guide decision-making and your ability to take action.

You may want to assess the type of technical assistance, training, and/or coaching your provide to your members - is it available to all members? Are you providing the right opportunities?

Your coalition should determine if it can facilitate change faster with more input and assistance from your members. It takes a lot of lending hands to facilitate collective impact.

Your coalition might be able to better optimize the services in its community by seeking more help from coalition members and coalition partners.

Your coalition can take its media effort to the next level by involving the sectors you are trying to inform in the campaign development. It can also be helpful to seek outside help from media experts in your community to help with your media initiatives.

Your coalition has an evaluation plan that can be used to help determine the contribution it is making to improve population level outcomes! Remember, this plan should be reviewed on a regular basis.

Your coalition has done a great job of utilizing available data to describe the drug trends in your community.

Your coalition has a sustainability plan that coalition members appear to buy into - this is a huge accomplishment!